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 Chubbies Shorts was created in 2011with four different guys pursuing jobs in 
different fields. Back in college Tom Montgomery, Kyle Hency, Rainer Castillo, and 
Preston Rutherford would go thrift shopping for retro shorts that were unique, different 
and short. “If you had a really cool pair of shorts, people would talk about it,” Tom 
Montgomery says.  
 That year in 2011, after graduating they decided to take a few shorts they made to 
an annual Fourth of July beach party at Lake Tahoe. They sold out of the pairs they had 
and knew they had started the beginning of not only a friendship with one another, but a 
business. 
 With the motto "We're constantly building this brand around the weekend and the 
feeling you get around Friday at 5 p.m.," Montgomery says. Chubbies strives to show 
their customers that they make all their products in the United States. They also pride 
themselves on giving back not only to their customers, but to their country as well. 
Chubbies makes certain products where all the proceeds goes to certain organizations 
such as the Special Operations Warrior Foundation. Chubbies also provides a fun 
environment for their customers, from creative products to giveaways, Chubbies wants to 
provide an experience like no other, in the revolt against pants and they are doing just 
that. 
 Chubbies releases weekly newsletters for their email subscribers. This allows 
them to connect with their customers on a personal level and to give them the latest 
updates on products and what the company is up to. The website they provide also allows 
easy access to see what’s going on along with seeing their campus College Ambassadors. 
These ambassadors spread the word in any way they can, which provides a fun, 
stimulating, work experience like opportunity. 


